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Abstract: Success in project-based learning strongly depends on the experience of the project participants. Experienced learners often develop results that are not understood by less experienced participants. In this situation arguments can show the solution’s approach by connecting parts of the given task with individual results. By using digital documents of arbitrary format it is possible to build a flexible net of arguments for the whole project. This paper describes an approach to integrate arguments with project-based learning and shows how to realize the use of digital resources in a web-based learning platform.

1 INTRODUCTION

Project-based learning is a widely accepted approach to teach and train problem solving capabilities. Especially in higher education complex tasks should be a subject in order to simulate and train real world problems. They are open tasks in the way that on the one hand the initial question may change according to a later research process and on the other there is not just a single solution (Jung et al., 2001). This kind of task is particular suitable for universities, because students can be prepared for today’s business world’s requirements. Additionally the integration of projects in class is motivating for the students and considerably improves their performance (Doppelt, 2003).

But some problems occur in realizing this learning approach: when using project-based scenarios in higher education, varying levels of student knowledge often are evident. An example is design and implementation of software systems in early computer science classes. Students have different prior knowledge according to their interests and education in school. This results in different competencies and volume of output. As a consequence after some time working in a project students with low experience in software development cannot further contribute ideas to the project, because they do not understand most of the parts of the solution already completed.

This paper introduces a concept to compensate different levels of prior knowledge by making project decisions more comprehensible. Less experienced project members will then be able to follow the solution process. This support will be implemented by arguments that combine parts of a solution with the requirements formulated in the project assignment or parts of it. An argument in this case need not be a logical assertion or a rule, but is information that helps to understand the particular result. We implemented the web-based learning environment WeCoLaR (Web-based Collaborative Learning with Arguments) that allows storing arbitrary digital documents as arguments and that gives the opportunity to navigate through a clearly arranged solution structure.

The following chapters at first introduce the constructivistic approach in collaborative online learning and show why and how to incorporate arguments into collaborative learning environments. Then the concept of arguments as supporting knowledge in problem solving is developed. Especially the integration of digital documents of arbitrary format will be shown. The paper concludes by discussing the presented approach and showing possible extensions.
2 RELATED WORK

While collaborative learning based on constructivistic principles is an accepted concept in learning theory there are different ways how arguments are used to support learning. Some approaches exist how to present these arguments to the students.

2.1 Constructivistic Learning Approach

Today’s theory of learning favours a constructivistic approach, in which the student uses his/her experience for problem construction and problem solving. The teacher takes the role of a coach supporting the learners in managing the complex situation (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). In (Gilbert and Driscoll, 2002) constructivistic principles of learning are defined by

1. A group objective,
2. A cooperative group with interactions,
3. Individual decisions and means,
4. The use of integrated tools for saving results and for communication.

These principles are to be realized in tool-based online learning environments facilitating distributed learning. Especially wikis as tools to allow the distributed creation of documents play an important role (Augar et al., 2006). They are used in settings with different learning objectives (e.g. journalism (Ma and Yuen, 2008). Extending wiki tools for learning scenarios is investigated by some authors (e.g. in (Larusson and Alterman, 2009)(Pusey and Meiselwitz, 2009)). Wiki platforms can therefore be judged as an elementary part of online learning plattforms.

2.2 Arguments in Collaborative Learning

While wikis support a distributed collaborative creation of documents they do not offer explicit support in understanding the knowledge building process. There is plenty of work on how to use arguments to support project based learning. (Scheuer et al., 2010) give a very detailed insight to approaches and systems in this area. One common goal is to support the acquisition of argumentation skills in computer supported distributed learning platforms. The research questions in this area are

- the connection of arguments with ontologies and,
- the analysis of arguments with feedback to the students.

For the goal of balancing very different prior knowledge of the learners particularly the presentation (and with it the visualization) of the arguments and the knowledge may be of interest.

2.3 Visualizing Arguments

There is concrete research on how to visualize argument structures. Visualization supports the awareness of the other participants’ knowledge and leads to a more efficient generation of new knowledge. (Sbarski et al., 2008) design a visualization tool to support a better understanding of argumentation structures. (Suthers et al., 2008) carry out a study investigating the support of knowledge maps in threaded discussions. (González et al., 2007) construct dialectical trees representing arguments automatically extracted from discussions.

An interesting software tool to incorporate and visualize arguments is SenseMaker (Bell and Linn, 2000). Arguments are web resources that are presented with their URLs. The overall structure is a container style where arguments can contain further arguments and so on.

(Land and Greene, 2000) investigate the knowledge building process in project-based settings from the perspective of information resources. They observe a topic drift while learners search for new information. Structuring the information is no subject in their study.

3 LEARNING SUPPORT WITH ARGUMENTS

3.1 Arguments as Explanations

Arguments in the proposed concept are used as explanatory statements for project results. They connect parts of the project assignment with parts of the solution. Beyond this connection arguments have a meaning that gives background knowledge for the way the part of the solution they are pointing to is designed.

Arguments need not be a logical statement giving a proof for the combined result. They support other project participants in understanding the result and its relation to the task.
In this way one can think of many types of documents being an argument. Knowledge from textbooks or lecture slides can explain a result. Active knowledge showing a method to solve a problem that is relevant for the given task gives good support for understanding a result. Examples for active knowledge documents are sample solutions and newsgroup articles. Finally, it should be possible to use arguments that are developed by the author of a result herself/himself. This can be an explanation in textual or graphical form.

3.2 Integration of Arguments

At this point we combine documents to show a development from tasks to results. In practice it is difficult to relate information on document level with one another. A task provided in an individual document may have different sub tasks. The same is with a resulting document that may have different solution aspects explained by different argument documents (see Figure 1).

Let us look at the following example: The project task is to develop a small software system that provides a command line interface (CLI).

This interface offers commands that allow the management of directories and files (e.g. deleting files and directories, showing the content of a file, making a new directory). Not only the program text is a result of the project but also some graphical design documents visualizing the algorithms used to implement the different commands. Furthermore there is a requirement that the interface should easily be extended by further commands. These assignments are formulated in one document. Resulting documents can now be the whole program code and graphical documents (e.g. in jpg format). Argument documents can be documents about how to design algorithms in a graphical way (e.g. basics of Nassi-Shneiderman-diagrams), parts of textbooks about programming basics and pattern documents showing how to make software programs easily extendable.

It is obvious in this example that linking whole documents that only are partially relevant is not useful. It should be possible to link just a piece of a textbook (e.g. how to realize an iterating program structure) or a sub task of the whole project task (e.g. just the “extension requirement” to link it with a command pattern document).

Figure 2 shows the relation between tasks, arguments, results and documents in the conceptual approach. Tasks, arguments and results are in a
direct relation with arguments combining tasks and their results. They all three are parts of documents which themselves belong to exactly one document. The approach is to make a difference between a whole document and the parts of this document. Later on, a technical solution will be presented to implement these document parts.

Note that every resulting document must at least have one argument to be related to. This enforces the development of a net of arguments that can explain the whole set of results. But it is also possible that a result has more than one explaining argument. In our example it may be difficult to find the parts of the resulting program text corresponding to documents explaining iteration (for repeated reading of commands) and string analysis (for analysing the user’s input). So it should be possible in this example to specify arguments pointing to the reading routine and also pointing to the routine analyzing the string typed in by the user.

Figure 2: Integration of document artefacts.

3.3 Collaborative Learning Process with Arguments

The provision of arguments in the learning process can be twofolded: On the one hand the author of a new result in the project should present one or more arguments for her/his particular result. On the other hand the teacher may want to give some hints in the beginning of the project by providing arguments that may lead to results later on. This may also be done by the teacher while the project is already taking place. She/he is then able to lead the work of the project participants in the intended direction.

Taking the example of a software development project the teacher can provide the assignment document to develop the CLI together with documents describing the basic functionality of a command line interface. Moreover she/he can provide lecture slides showing some alternatives for making a software system extendable (e.g. some software patterns like command pattern or decorator pattern). Then the learners work on the project by adding results to the project space. Suppose the project members provide the program text implementing the input and analyzing routines and three commands. They also contribute digrams to show how the command routines are implemented. They must also provide argument documents for each result. An argument document can be a document provided by the teacher or a document that the author of the result loads into the learning platform. While accompanying the project the teacher may give hints how to implement the software system. Suppose she/he looks at the program text so far and is not satisfied with the solution. Then she/he may load a sample implementation of a command pattern into the project space to be used by the participants as an argument for their own implementation of an extendable system.

4 USING DIGITAL RESOURCES

This chapter proposes a concept that allows to implement document parts of arbitrary format. Especially the problem of a simple and ergonomic use of these document parts is discussed.

4.1 Format Heterogeneity

When trying to use portions of documents in a learning environment some problems appear: Many types of documents can be arguments within the suggested system approach. So there also may be very different document formats that have to be integrated in the system. The problem of representing parts of a document is even worse under the condition of managing multiple formats. Besides it should be possible for every project member to work at the documents and e.g. extend them. This means that every document must be available in its native format (e.g. the format of the used text processing system). At least there should be no redundancy if a document is used in many contexts in a project.

The approach to deal with these requirements is visualized in Figure 3. The system stores not only the original document but also a universal representation of it. This will then allow to use a general method to handle the documents in the user interface (viewing, moving, etc.) and to work with parts of a document.

Each native document within the proposed
system has a representation in a graphical format (here jpg). This is a 1:1-relation meaning that a document presented on the graphical user interface (the jpg-document) can easily be loaded in its native format. The graphical document can then easily be marked to define sub parts of the whole document. One document may have many markings. A marking just denotes a rectangular area in the graphical document by storing two points defining this rectangular area. Considering the argument net in which tasks are combined with results using arguments one can see from this implementation view that the nodes in the net are just markings related to graphical documents. On the other side, comparable to a document pool, there are the original documents and the graphical representations of them.

4.2 Overview and Navigation

While other approaches combine the graphical argumentation structure with text based arguments, arguments in this paper often are based on a graphical format (e.g. a lecture slide with some graphical portion).

As a consequence the technical concept includes the visualization of documents when presenting the whole argument net to the user. This is supported by the previously offered design rationale to present documents by their graphical representations. So the project member is able to see the dependencies between results and sub tasks as well as the contents of the documents respectively the parts of the documents.

The requirement to work with the document results in the approach to be able to have different zooming levels to look at documents, to get a full view of documents in the learning system and finally to save the original document into a participant’s local memory. Because a net of arguments can grow rapidly over time it is possible to filter the perspective according to the structure.

Dimensions in filtering may be the author (e.g. just see one’s own results), or results and arguments based on one part of the assignment (e.g. show all about realizing an extendable software system).

4.3 Learning Platform WeCoLaR

We implemented a first prototype in a web-based platform for collaborative learning. The WeCoLaR-system is programmed in PHP and AJAX for building an interactive user interfaces. It is for example possible to freely move documents within the argument net to position new arguments.
Figure 4 gives an idea of the user interface of WeCoLaR.

5 SITUATION AND OUTLOOK

The presented approach is based on the constructive idea of wikis in collaborative learning environments (Augar et al., 2006). It contrasts the so far use of arguments in assisting discussions (e.g. in (Sbarski et al., 2008)) and supports the understanding of project results of arbitrary type and format. While SenseMaker also uses arguments for collaborative problem solving, it focuses on the logical argumentation process in scientific problems (Bell and Linn, 2000).

WeCoLaR will be tested in real world settings at university level. Beside the topic of programming software systems, we will try to use the system in business courses e.g. macroeconomics. Future conceptual work will incorporate a scripting approach to support the project members but also to enforce everyone’s contribution to a project. These scripts will enforce time aspects (e.g. working on assignments one by one), and role assignment (e.g. defining who has to do which part of a project). A further control of the project work may also result in new learning models (e.g. provide a solution and let students find arguments for the solution). Further research is the implementation of conditions for the results of a project. Especially in software engineering many documents are compiled that all depend on one another. A problem for beginners when learning software development is exactly this dependancy between the different documents (e.g. program code and design documents). We will make these conditions also part of the learning process.
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